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ABSTRACT
Purpose: Improvisation is a valuable technique in music therapy. However, the
inclusion in the category of evidence-based scientific methods requires a
reconsideration of the technique in terms of clinical improvisation as well as
interpretation - improvisation evaluation, starting from the improvisation evaluation
model.
Research motivation: The analysis of the technique to establish a conceptual
framework to preserve the flexibility of the technique so that it maintains its clinically
proven efficiency and scientific validation in accordance with EBP, to expand its use in
clinical practice.
Research questions: Can we standardize the technique of improvisation in the sense of
establishing protocols in its application as a technique in music therapy excluding a
contradiction between these notions, standardization and improvisation?
Context: The keystone of improvisation is creativity, an individual, innate trait.
Improvisation in melotherapy as well as language analysis through the NLP technique
are useful tools in psychotherapy. The current clinical practice imposes the need to
standardize and algorithmize the intervention methods, in order to frame their
application in the category of evidence-based scientific methods (EBP)
Theoretical perspective: We combined the two intervention techniques to achieve a
translation of emotions from a non-verbal language, the musical language, into a verbal
one, made through NLP in order to eliminate the dose of subjectivism that can be
attributed to the interpretation of musical improvisation through the model IAP
(Improvisational Assessment Profiles)
Conceptual framework: The starting point of this paper is the definition developed by
the founder of the use of improvisation in music therapy, Kenneth E. Bruscia, in the book
'The Fundamentals of Improvisational Music Therapy. Reformulating we arrive at the
hypothesis that beyond the therapeutic value of music per se, the dyad of musical
improvisation - therapeutic relationship, gives music a therapeutic effect through an
interpersonal relationship.
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Practical implications: Increasing the availability to use in clinical practice
improvisation in music therapy through knowoledge the basics and how to apply.
Limitations and opportunities: The limitations are determined by the degree of
subjectivism that is attributed to the method.
Conclusions: The current context of the application of empirical and intuitive
therapeutic techniques, but whose value is indisputable by proven effectiveness over
time, requires a new approach in order to validate these from the perspective of
evidence-based clinical practices (EBP)
Keywords
improvisation, music therapy, systematized flexibility, NLP, EBP, therapeutic
relationship
„If psychotherapy is essentialy a matter of philosophy, then in the end there will be
more systems; if it is essentialy a matter of science, then there will be an eclectic
system”
(Raymond J. Corsini)

Purpose: Currently, the hypothesis of the therapeutic effect of music is
unanimously accepted. Regarding the conceptual framework of music therapy and its
techniques of use to be included in the EBP, it is necessary to deepen the specialized
studies. This paper focuses on a psychotherapeutic technique, namely NLP, and on a
technique specific to music therapy - improvisation. The motivation behind the
combination of the two techniques is the need to validate improvisation as a
standardized working technique, in accordance with EBP. The scientifically vulnerable
point of the improvisation technique in music therapy is that there is a high degree of
subjectivism in the description and interpretation of improvised music by the client. A
concrete way to transform an empirical, intuitive method, into a scientifically validated
method is to decode language through an already accepted method.
Research motivation: as a music therapy process, clinical improvisation is the
free or guided, spontaneous (no prior training) use of music, undertaken by the
therapist and / or client, using a range of instruments and voice tuned and tuned to
maintain or improve health (Bruscia, 1987).
As a musical action, according to the previous definition, improvisation does
not require musical knowledge, does not require prior training and can be easily
performed if there is the possibility of collaboration with the patient (availability at the
level of agreement to use the technique and physical ability to perform the act of
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improvisation). Things are not as simple if we relate the improvisation technique to the
requirements of a scientifically validated technique in the context of EBP. The
complexity of this aspect was captured by the initiator of the use of improvisation in
music therapy, Kenneth E. Bruscia in the work entitled Improvisational Models of Music
Therapy (1987). In this sense, in his work, The Practical Side of Improvisational Music
Therapy, Bruscia establishes the conceptual framework of improvisation and the four
main stages of the application of improvisation in psychotherapeutic practice. What is
important to emphasize is the author's own statement that "the guidelines presented
in ... the work should not be taken too literally because of the intense personal nature
of improvisation", which proves the author's depth of thought and need for
reconceptualization. at this time, in accordance with EBP requirements.
If we refer to the therapeutic relationship, things reach a higher level of
difficulty. An element of difficulty in any psychotherapeutic act is represented by
establishing the therapeutic relationship. In the context of the theme approached in
this paper, improvisation allows exploring the emotional universe of the individual,
establishing a common denominator in terms of music therapy between therapist and
client, decoding by the therapist the emotions expressed musically by the client and
creating a space or therapeutic context for obtaining a favorable result of the
psychotherapeutic act. The creation of a model, the algorithmization in order to
standardize a technique can essentially affect the uniqueness of the intervention in the
manner of patient-centered therapy. This is why standardization must be built on the
notion of systematized flexibility:"so as not to affect the patient-centered nature of
psychotherapy, allowing the individualization of therapy according to the
interventional needs of each individual in therapy" (Wigram, 2004)"Relationship
development, through the use of music, is certainly comparable to speaking therapies.
Music can be a useful medium to work on interpersonal issues for a number of reasons.
Within a musical interaction, you can sing “with” a person, not simply sing “at”. or “to”
one another; you improvise, listen, attune and respond using imitation or reflection
(Magee L. W, Stewart L.)
Research questions:
1. Can we achieve the standardization of the improvisation technique in the
sense of establishing protocols in its application as a technique in music therapy
excluding a contradiction between these notions, standardization and improvisation?
2. Can we frame improvisation in a pattern or is it safer to set only flexible limits
using the notion of systematized flexibility?
3. Can we describe, interpret and evaluate the musical improvisation using the
NLP technique, in view of the subsequent clinical, psychotherapeutic intervention?
Trying to provide an answer to each of these questions is intended to be just a
starting point for opening new research directions in the future in this direction.
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To answer these questions, we studied the literature on improvisation in music
therapy, EBP trends, the use of NLP and the therapeutic relationship in music therapy.
1. Can we achieve the standardization of the improvisation technique in the sense
of establishing protocols in its application as a technique in music therapy
excluding a contradiction between these notions, standardization and
improvisation?
According to online Merriam - Websters Dictionary, improvisation is the act or
art of speaking or interpreting without practice or training beforehand
[https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/improvisation]
The definition provided for the notion of standardization by the online
Dictionary of Psychology professional reference: "Standardization is a process of
establishing
uniform
rules
and
procedures."
[Https://psychologydictionary.org/standardization/]
The semantic analysis of the two terms places them in opposition. For this
reason, it is necessary to create a theoretical framework that brings together the two
notions by drawing a common denominator in terms of practical applicability. Tony
Wigram's work approaches the systematization of the improvisation technique in an
explicit and useful way in clinical practice. "Wigram's strong tradition is that of Kenneth
Bruscia, who first published his theoretical book on improvisational models of music
therapy in 1987 (Bruscia 1987) set at a Meta – Model level, not a tutor about
improvisation and teaching improvisation skills for music therapy, which Wigram
offers. (Wigram T., 2004, reviewed by Dr .Thomas Wosch, 1998- 2008)
But "simply learning a protocol by reading a theoretical research paper and
trying to apply it in a clinical setting poses many risks to the patient and the person
making the music protocol". This is why music therapy is a mandatory part of a
psychotherapeutic intervention program during which "a music therapist with skills and
expertise to a recognized standard is assessing a situation and adapting a protocol to a
clinical situation." (Magee L. W, Stewart L., 2015).
The Work „The Architecture of Aesthetic Music Therapy” (Lee, C. A., 2003)
brings to the fore the re-evaluation of the role of music in therapy, emphasizing that
music therapy is a balanced combination of "art" and "science." This is how a music
therapist starts from the premise that music can be considered a science. Michael
Thaut (2000) states that “... theoretical models of music in therapy must be based on
understanding the processes involved in musical behavior before traditional
therapeutic concepts can be developed. Consequently, the models of influence of
music on non-musical behavior, in order to be fundamental therapeutic models, must
be based on models from music ... ”(Thaut M., 2000)
2. Can we frame improvisation in a pattern or is it safer to set only loose limits
using only the notion of systematized flexibility?
Theorists and practitioners of the technique of improvisation in music therapy
have constantly considered the aspects related to the elaboration of therapy guides to
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provide models applicable in clinical practice (Geretsegger M., Holck U., Elephant Ch.,
Kim J, Gold Ch., 2015)
Bruscia describes the recommended algorithm in conducting an improvisation
session, emphasizing four stages: preparing the client for therapy, involving the client
in therapy, musical interaction, and reviewing the experience. (Bruscia E. K., 1989). It is
emphasized that "the guidelines presented in this paper should not be taken too
literally due to the intense personal nature of improvisation.
3. Can we describe, interpret and evaluate the musical improvisation using the
NLP technique, in view of the subsequent clinical, psychotherapeutic intervention?
The Meta - Model is a set of questions that allow the collection of information
that specifies one's experience in order to obtain a more complete representation of
that experience. Neuro-linguistic psychotherapy (NLPt) encompasses NLP as a
framework and set of interventions in the treatment of individuals with different
psychological problems. Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP) Framework has enjoyed
enormous popularity in the field of applied psychology. (Zaharia C., Reiner M., Schutz
P., 2015)
We start from the premise that music represents a universal language, having
the capacity per se to transmit emotions:both of the composer and of the performers.
Extrapolating and translating this reasoning in the field of psychotherapy, we can
conclude that music can be a form of expression of emotions in a psychotherapeutic
context. Studies in the field of neuroscience demonstrate this aspect (Magee L. W,
Stewart L., 2015).
“Today, trained music therapists work alone or with other health professionals
to facilitate emotional, physical and / or communication improvement in those with
developmental, chronic or acquired disorders / disease processes. Levitin and Tirovolas
(2009) stated that “... music and language are both complex, higher-order cognitive
processes that invoke a large number of subsystems, including attention,
categorization, memory, and characteristic detection” (p. 221). Both musical structures
and spoken language are organized in a specific order (Levitin and Tirovolas, 2009 after
Torry Farnell,2015)
Returning to the practical aspect of improvisation in music therapy, Bruscia
describes in his paper the intervention stages of the improvisational technique (Bruscia
E. K., 1989)
In the practice of psychotherapy, process evaluation is one of the most
important areas of study in research. Evaluation of the therapeutic process in music
therapy: consists in determining the changes that take place during the music therapy
session and during the entire treatment.
In this sense, Bruscia has developed a profile for the evaluation of
improvisation in music therapy (IAP) (Bruscia, 1987) (Brynjulf Stige 2009). Concepts
used by the author to describe and evaluate client improvised music are scales
(focusing on the elements of music) and profiles (focusing on music processes).
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An example of such a study is a useful working tool for assessing the
strengthening of the therapeutic relationship during the music therapy session. (Raglio
A, Traficante D, Oasi O., 2011)
Context: there are two approaches to improvisation in music therapy. The first
approach considers that common melodic, rhythmic and harmonic styles and elements
are important. It's about the Nordoff-Robbins approach or creative music therapy. The
second type of approach, the one founded by Juliette Alvin and Mary Priestley, is based
on non-stylistic considerations being known as Analytical Music Therapy.
The opposition between the two approaches is based on establishing the
importance of musical style and correct interpretation in music therapy, in relation to
the psychotherapeutic effect of music, starting from the following questions: Is it
important to create "beautiful" music with the client /the patient? Or is it more
important to let him express himself without constraints?
There are more and more studies on the neural basis of musical improvisation,
considered one of the most complex forms of creative behavior. These are closely
related to art expertise as well as to general neural processes such as motor reaction
control and language mechanisms.
In line with evidence - based practice in the field of neuroscience, functional
nuclear magnetic resonance (fMRI) imaging studies provide important data on
improvisation, including vocal and instrumental improvisation, with jazz pianists as
subjects, classical music performers, freestyle rap artists and people without music
education. The findings of these studies reveal that a neural network in the cerebral
prefrontal areas is the region commonly associated with improvisational behavior,
including the motor area, medial prefrontal cortex, lower frontal gyrus, dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex, and dorsal premotor cortex. The activity of the premotor and lateral
prefrontal regions suggests that seemingly unlimited behavior may in fact benefit from
motor planning and cognitive control.
However, activation of cortical midline regions indicates a role of spontaneous
cognition default network feature. Together, such results may reflect cooperation
between large-scale brain networks associated with cognitive control and spontaneous
thinking.
The most influential model of musical improvisation is the one developed by
Pressing (1988) and Pressing (1998). Pressing's theory is based on the concept that
improvisation is an acquired skill that requires a substantial amount of training to gain
expertise. A large number of studies in several fields suggest that expertise is
accomplished through deliberate practice, individually through a personalized
intensive training regimen usually undertaken under the guidance of an expert
instructor (Ericsson et al., 1993). (Beaty, R.E. (2015). In fact, it is about the difference
between competence and excellence in the field.
Theoretical perspective: I framed the hypothesis of the therapeutic effect of
improvisation in music therapy in the category of hypothetical-deductive theories. We
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combined the two intervention techniques to achieve a translation of emotions from a
non-verbal language, musical language, into a verbal one, made through NLP in order
to eliminate the dose of subjectivism that can be attribute to the interpretation of
musical improvisation through the model. IAP (Improvisational Assessment Profiles).
Conceptual framework: The starting point in the development of this paper is
the definition developed by the founder of the use of improvisation in music therapy,
Kenneth E. Bruscia, in the book 'The Fundamentals of Improvisational Music Therapy
":" music therapy is a goal - process directed, in which the therapist it helps the client
to improve, maintain or restore a state of well-being, using musical experiences and
the relationship that develops through them as dynamic forces of change ”The starting
point is a holistic approach from a mental, physical, emotional and social perspective,
updating the terminology, from a bio-psycho-social perspective. The quintessence of
this theory remains the deciphering of the therapeutic effect of improvisation in music
filtered through the prism of developing a special interpersonal relationship, namely,
the therapeutic relationship. Reformulating we arrive at the hypothesis that beyond
the therapeutic value of music per se, the dyad of musical improvisation - therapeutic
relationship, gives music a therapeutic effect through an interpersonal relationship.
Beyond the empathy, the unconditional acceptance and the respect that the clientcentered therapy requires, the psychotherapeutic intervention needs a way to decode
and translate the client's emotions, in verbal language, accepted from a scientific point
of view.
The conceptual framework of this paper starts from the triad of emotions cognitions - behaviors. Studies in the field of neuroscience have suggested that music
reduces stress by specifically inducing an emotional response similar to a pleasant
experience. (Suda M, Morimoto K, Obata A, Koizumi H, Maki A, 2008).
Similarly, music has the ability to evoke strong emotions and change the
emotional state of individuals. This has been demonstrated by neuroimaging studies.
The cortical areas responsible for initiating, generating, detecting, maintaining,
regulating and stopping emotions that have survival value for the individual and species
contribute to affective modulation. These studies have contributed to a better
understanding of music-evoked emotions and their neural correlations by creating the
premises for a systematic and more effective use of music in therapy. (Koelsch S., 2010)
Regarding the study of cognition related to music therapy, studies have been
performed mainly in patients with conditions affecting cognitive functions. (Fusar - Poli
L., Bieleninik L., Brondino N., Chen X. J., Gold C., 2018; van der Steen JT, van Soest Poortvliet MC, van der Wouden J.C., Bruinsma M.S., Scholten R.J., Vink A.C., 2017)
Studies on the cognitive functions of people without impairment of mental
functions have generally referred to the increase in academic performance (Dolegui A.,
2013)
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“The idea that the need for music is universal is a viable premise...Than, music
teachers / performers must seek and use all the psychological ways of learning to be a
major force in achieving universal musical literacy”. (Parker O.G, 2000)
The proof of the usefulness of music therapy in modifying undesirable
behaviors is represented by a study that reveals the following aspect: Music therapy
techniques show a benefit for students with an EBD regarding their behavior and
possibly, their academics results. According to a study based on after-school programs,
students receiving direct music therapy sessions showed significant improvement
regarding their behavior (Hyun & Soo, 2010). (Parker F.R. III, 2019)
Another study investigated the effect of improvised music therapy on common
attention in preschool children with ASD. In this case, “musical improvisation is used to
respond to the child's musical and non-musical expressions. Musical interaction is
mean to draw the child's attention to a common (or "shared") social experience, thus
encouraging the child to join or even initiate new interactions. (Kim J., Wigram, T., &
Gold, C.,2008).
These are just a few examples of music therapy improvisation. A brief work like
this one, brings to the fore only the essence of the approached concepts, with the hope
of triggering the interest for the use of improvisation in music therapy, with extension
in psychotherapy.
Practical implications: increasing the availability of use in the improvisation of
clinical practice in music therapy by knowing the basics and how to apply.
Limitations and opportunities: The limitations of applying the technique due
to the lack of a current model, accepted from the EBP perspective, restrict both the use
of music therapy, harming this valuable method in psychotherapeutic practice and
refining the method by initiating new application concepts, such as improvisation in
musical psychodrama. [Moreno J.J., 1991; Muindi J.F., Ramachandran L, Tsai J.W., 2019;
Moreno J.J., 2006).
The limitations are essentially determined by the degree of subjectivism that is
imputed to the method, an aspect that can be solved by standardizing and
algorithmizing it, allowing the inclusion in the category of evidence-based
psychotherapeutic techniques (EBP). Similarly, the existence of a small number of
studies to address this issue limits the application of the method (Sutton J, 2018)
The opportunities derive from the possibility of easy application and from the
development of neurosciences and imaging techniques that bring important evidence
in favor of the use of the technique by integration in psychotherapeutic intervention
programs.
CONCLUSIONS
The current context of the application of empirical therapeutic techniques,
intuitive but whose value is indisputable by proven effectiveness over time, requires a
new approach in order to validate this from the perspective of evidence-based clinical
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practices. Good practice of evidence-based psychotherapy (EBP) begins with a wellformulated clinical question, which means that it should be clear, directly relevant to
the issue at hand, and answered by searching the literature so that it can benefit from
validation as a method applicable in clinical practice.
Resolving the epistemological aspects of improvisation in accordance with EBP
requirements will provide new opportunities for the use of improvisation in music
therapy and will open new perspectives in the development of other related forms of
use of improvisational technique in psychotherapy.
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